It is the purpose of this article to describe a simple supplementary structural technique which is based on a known, but not exploited, surface reaction, the displacement reaction. 5 In addition, a convention is proposed for the notation or description of chemisorbed states wherein there is some unification of surface chemistry and inorganic terms so as to facilitate communication through such interfaces as inorganic and surface science and homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis .
Before discussing displacement reactions at metal surfaces, 6 · it is essential to describe the various classes of chemisorbed states for molecules. At very low temperatures, <100 K, the chemisorption process is in all cases associative (no fragmentation or rearrangement of the molecule); however, this elementary step may be followed by processes -2-other than reversible desorption as the temperature is raised and it is these processes that occur above 200K that are of primary interest.
In the simplest case of chemisorption, a molecular associative step is the only process that occurs from very low metal surface temperatures to some higher temperature where a desorption step occurs. This limiting case, Class l, of fully reversibly molecular associative chemisorption· may have the notation mAR, mA for molecular associative 7 and subscript R for thermally reversible.
Molecules that display this type of chemi-8 sorption behavior are carbon monoxide on nickel and platinum and acetonitrile on nickel (111) . 9 In these examples, only one atom of the molecule is within bonding distance of metal atoms and may be described as an n 1 ligand
f c t 10 . e. g. mAR-n ~2 for a CO bridge bonded between 2 metal atoms.
In contrast, to the CO and CH3CN examples, the reversible chemisorption of ethylene on 11 copper probably involves a bonding approach of both carbon atoms to the 2 metal surface atom(s) and could be differentiated by the notation, mAR-n An alternative sequence for a chemisorption process would be an initial molecula.r associative adsorption followed by a dissociative reaction step at some higher temperature and then reversible molecular desorption at a still higher temperature. This process, Class 2, would be molecular dissociative and reversible, mDR. Typical molecules that exhibit such behavior are the diatomics like hydrogen, nitrogen (on some metals) and 12 cyanogen, the heavier halogens and oxygen on the more noble metals.
Closely related to Class 2 is a molec1ilar dissociatve chemisorption which, on thermal desorption, 13 yields a relatively clean surface and a set of In-addition to the above six general classes of chemisorption processes, we cite three important classes of chemisorption states that. require discussion because their behavior in surface displacement reactions will be distinctive:
(1) an mARH state in which the molecule has undergone substantial rehybridization; (2) an mAR state in which the molecule has rearranged to a new molecule;
and (3) an mARF state in which the molecule has rearranged to a molecular fragment. These classes may be illustrated with the hypothetical case of propyne chemisorption on metal surfaces .
Propyn'e initially could , chemisorb-in mA-n 1 form with the conventional cr-'ir interaction with the surface.
-At higher temperatures, there could be a rehybridization of the 7T system so Lhat each ace:ty1enic carbon a.tom forms relatively strong a bonds to at least two metal• atoms as illustrated in 1: · A final comment is in order regarding the non-uniformity of the chemisorbed state.
More than one chemisorbed state may be present on a surface.
For example, the heat of chemisorption of carbon monoxide falls as the surface coverage increases. This is a phenomenon observed im metal coordination chemistry; ligands are more tightly bound in a coordinately unsaturated complex than in a saturated complex. For molecularly che.misorbed CO, the primary effect of degree of surface coverage will be thermodynamic and not structural; in all instances, the CO should be bound only through the carbon atom.
There could be structural variance in that some chemisorbed CO molecules could be oriented over one metal atom at the surface, some over the midpoint of a metal-metal vector and some over the center of three metal atoms. This latter variance should not qualitatively affect CO displacement reactions. In contrast, a molecule like acetylene might yield on some metal surfaces several structural states depending upon the degree of coverage. ·The initial states of chemisorption on a low Miller index face of a metal could yield primarily an mARF state.
Then as the surface reactivity falls an mARH state could be favored. __. 
5.
The displacement reaction, a well-defined reaction in molecular coordination chemistry, comprises the displacement of a molecule, or an ion by another molecule or ion. For displacement reactions on surfaces, the term will be strictly limited to reactions in which a chemisorbed molecule is displaced as a molecule by a second molecule.
6. This article is limited to a discussion of chemisorption on metal surfaces but the concepts obviously can be extended to other types of surfaces.
7.
In surface science, associative or dissociative refer explicitly to chemisbrption processes of molecules that occur, respectively, with no fragmentation or with fragmentation of the molecule. In coordination chemistry, the term dissociative or associative reaction has a. reaction · mechanistic connotation. A dissociative reaction follows a step sequence cont'd. For the mass spectral analysis of displaced molecules it is essential that chamber pumping speeds be high and that walls be as free as possible from the initially chemisorbed molecule to keep background at a minimum. The latter problem can be greatly minimized if after the first molecule is chemisorbed on the metal crystal face, an isolation cell is raised to shield the crystal and, unfortunately, the crystal backing and filament heating wires from the chamber. Then the chamber can be preconditioned with the reactant molecule before the displacement reaction is effected. The isolation cell is lowered, the crystal face is directed to the inlet of the mass spectrometer and then the reactant molecule is introduced. A multichannel analyzer shou1d be used to plot crucial mass numbers during the exposure. In some cases it may be necessary to raise the metal crystal temperature above 300 K to obtain reasonable displacement rates; the upper temperature limit for these experiments is defined by the activation parameters of irreversible steps such as carbon formation.
21. An unambiguous characterization of the molecular displacement reaction requires a mass spectral identification of the displaced molecule. 27. The chamber contamination problem for a molecule like iodine can be minimized with a crystal isolation ce11. 20 At the low pressures employed in these displacement reactions, the thermodynamic probability of reaction between the chemisorbed molecule and reactants like I2 or (CN) 2 typically will be low. 
